Keeping fit
for the future
The difference we’ve made

2015/16

Our vision

We are at the heart of a world-leading
sport and recreation sector

Our mission

As the independent voice we champion
sport and recreation and provide
inspirational leadership and deliver
unrivalled services that enable our
sector to thrive

What we value

Excellence • Positivity • Passion
Imagination • Integrity • Collaboration

“The Alliance gives smaller sports like us
a bigger voice, access to information and
high quality training and connects the BGA
to the wider sports network. We value their
support and resources in our governance
and strategy development work.“
Pete Stratten,
Chief Executive, British Gliding Association
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A quick bit about us

Welcome

Our key activities

LEAD
Champion
Enable
Perform

When we launched the Fit for the Future programme in May 2015,
we knew the sector was facing a challenging period ahead but we
probably did not expect quite the pace and scale of change we
have seen.
Since last summer there have been three key developments. Firstly
a positive Spending Review, which was followed by a new Government
strategy, encouragingly underpinned by cross departmental
recognition from Government of the social value of sport. Most
recently we have had a new Sport England strategy providing more
detail about how they will invest in grassroots sport.

Andrew Moss,
Chair
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How we do it:

Our scene-setting report Fit for the Future - Helping the Sport and
Recreation Sector Face the Challenges of Tomorrow was the first
in our long-term efforts to prepare our members to deal with a new
environment. Our second report, Uncovering the Social Value of Sport,
launched in February 2016, was about demonstrating how sport 		
and recreation can help provide solutions to some of society’s 		
biggest challenges.

Keeping fit for the future is about celebrating the successes we
have had as an organisation over the past year, but none of this
would have been possible without the hard work and commitment of
our members, stakeholders and wider sport and recreation sector.
By continuing to work together, we have a real opportunity for
the sector to showcase how it enhances people’s lives and our
local communities.
Looking to the year ahead, our focus will be on making sure we and
our members are best able to effectively deliver against the outcomes
of the new Government strategy and we will be writing our next
strategic plan to guide our work from 2017 onwards.

Emma Boggis,
Chief Executive

Listening to what our members need and want so we are able to
continue supporting them is at the heart of what we do – but we will
provide some challenge too so that we can ensure that our collective
sporting future is bright.

Keeping fit for the future
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A quick bit about us

Who we are,
what we do
We are at the heart of a world leading sport and recreation sector.
Our members represent the very best of sport and recreation
delivering positive physical, mental, economic and social benefits
from the grassroots level up, to over 8 million people who take
part in sport and recreation across the country.
As the independent voice we are able to work with the governing
and representative bodies of sport and recreation to promote
the role of sport and physical activity in leading a healthy and
active lifestyle.

Our 320 members represent
approximately 150,000 clubs across the
country and we work on their behalf
to encourage a policy and regulatory
environment where grassroots sport and
recreation can flourish.

88%
of members are
satisfied with the
work we do

We have a long, full history of providing inspired leadership and
delivering services that make it easier for our members and
the sector to thrive. We champion their work, keep them
informed and connected, develop future leaders and save them
time and money.
We hope our small team punches above its weight. We deliver
informed research and timely publications and bring the sector
together to respond to consultations, create campaigns to foster
positive change and work closely with Parliament on a variety
of issues.

Our Fit for the Future
report, 2016

We also work to maintain the integrity of sport so its power for
social good can be harnessed through a framework of good
governance and actively focus in policy areas that are important
to our members.
Sport and Recreation Alliance

Keeping fit for the future
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Keeping on track
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Our league table

As champions of sport and recreation we provide inspirational leadership.
We also deliver unrivalled services that enable our sector to perform. But the
only way we are able to make the difference we want is to have a focused and
realistic plan directly linked to the outcomes we want to achieve.

88%

staff satisfaction
Last year we decided on the
difference we wanted to make.
Our world leading sport sector is
facing challenges and an uncertain
future. At the heart of it we need
to work together to make sure our
members are equipped to tackle
these challenges and seize the new
opportunities they face.

The only way we are able to do
this is to be a high performing
organisation ourselves by
embedding best practice in
governance and leadership at the
heart of our strategy.

So our focus this past year has been
about creating a sector that is fit
for the future and able to continue
delivering grassroots sport and
physical activity for an active nation.

The difference we are making is by:

In a changing environment, staying
on track can be difficult. So we focus
on our key objectives and place
our attention on being able to lead,
champion and enable our members
and the wider sport and recreation
sector to perform so that they can go
the distance.
We are always striving to be trusted
and valued as a thought leader by our
stakeholders and wider sector, and
to be recognised as the independent
champion of our members and the
sector as a whole. Providing high
quality services that add value to our
members is important to us and we
want to develop and share knowledge
and best practice.

78%

of members value our role
in Sporting Future strategy

16%

• sharing good practice and innovation
• supporting the development of knowledge and skills
within our sector through training and events
• championing sport and recreation through our
lobbying work
• creating an environment in which sport and recreation
can thrive.

A lack of physical activity is
costing the UK economy an
estimated £7.4 billion.

Sport and Recreation Alliance

more
signatories
than target for
the Mental
Health Charter

15%

more members completed
annual member survey

22%

saw our
#GetYourKitOn
campaign

increase
in Twitter
followers

rise in policy
maker contact

Media value average increase
of nearly 700%

growth in engagement
on consultations

8m

38%

£8,165,504

15%

79k

Fit for the Future reached
live Twitter feeds

1500

attended over 30 events/seminars/
workshops during 2015/16

Keeping fit for the future
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A trusted and valued
leader in the sector
Fit for the Future
This programme of work was
created to set the scene
across a number of areas
where we feel that there are
likely to be challenges.
It is important that we
continually look ahead as 95%
of our members rely on us to
help shape the landscape in
which grassroots sport and
recreation is delivered.
Fit for the Future was first
launched at the 2015 Sports
Summit at the Kia Oval in
May with the publication of a
scene-setting report that has
continued to steer our work.
This has included themed
months and events to help
members identify practical
solutions to the challenges
they face.
In February 2016 we released
a second report in the series
- Uncovering the Social Value
of Sport. The ambition for
this report was to mark the
contribution the sector makes
to the social agenda which was

Sportand
andRecreation
RecreationAlliance
Alliance
Sport

a key tenet of the Government’s
new strategy Sporting Future.
We know that up and down
the country sport and
recreation delivers huge
benefits to the millions of
participants, volunteers,
coaches, staff and
spectators as reflected
in the Government’s
new sports strategy.
But we want the sport and
recreation sector to be
recognised as the ‘go to’
solution for combatting some
of society’s biggest challenges
and this report provided the
next stage of the debate.

95%
of members rely on us to
help shape the landscape in
which grassroots sport and
recreation is delivered

…up and down the country sport and
recreation delivers huge benefits to
the millions of participants, volunteers,
coaches, staff and spectators.

Keeping fit for the future
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Campaigning
about demonstrating to Government how
important grassroots sports are and how
crucial continued investment in them is.

The campaign encouraged members and other stakeholders to
send a direct message to Chancellor of the Exchequer telling
him why we should protect sport funding, and to upload photos
of themselves and teams in their sports kit.
From 9 - 29 November, the #GetYourKitOn hashtag appeared
in over 18 million timelines and over 2000 people contacted
HM Treasury directly from the campaign microsite to urge the
Government to do what it said it would do – place sport and
physical activity at the heart of its policies across government
and 79% feel the Government should do more.

of members feel we are
thought leaders

93%
of our membership
see us as the
leading, independent
commentator on sport
and recreation

A trusted and valued leader in the sector

Voice of the sector

#GetYourKitOn (November 2015) was

74%
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“Heard you on the
radio and wanted to
say congratulations
on your campaign.
I know it will be hard
to tie it directly in to
the outcome but am
sure you would have
influenced yesterday’s
settlement.”
Rebecca Birkbeck,
CEO, Join In

Mental Health Charter
We celebrated the first anniversary of our Mental Health Charter
for Sport and Recreation (MHC) in association with the Professional
Players Federation and mental health charity Mind, in March 2016.
The MHC sets out how sport can use its collective power to tackle
mental ill health and the stigma that surrounds it. This includes
sports organisations committing to take positive steps to address
and encourage people to be open about mental health problems.
The MHC is on-going but we are already making a real difference.
Members of Parliament are getting involved and over 230 player
associations and National Governing Bodies of Sport have signed
the MHC and are publicly promoting and adopting good mental
health policies.
Last November The FA demonstrated their ongoing commitment
by hosting our Sport Minds event at Wembley – over 130
organisations took part to share best practice and inspire one
another to do more.

Sport and Recreation Alliance

Last summer we consulted with members and the wider
sector to inform the development of the Government’s
new strategy, Sporting Future: A New Strategy for an
Active Nation. We invited the Department for Culture,
Media and Sport to meetings with our members so
that we were able to speak with one voice in a sectorwide response.
When the strategy was published in December 2015,
several things on our ‘wish list’ were reflected in the
strategy along with specific reference to the work of the
Sport and Recreation Alliance.
Our approach was similar in the run-up to Sport England
releasing their strategy, Towards an Active Nation (May
2016). The now published strategy features many of the
topics we have been working with members on as part
of our Fit for the Future work over the past year and also
provides a clear indication that Sport England listened
to the points raised by us, our members and the wider
sector during their consultation.
We also represent the sector at high profile events,
forums and conferences, as well as supporting our
members’ events. Our Chair, Chief Executive, members
of the Board and Senior Management team routinely
speak at industry events to be an active voice of the
wider sport and recreation sector.

“The Sport and Recreation
Alliance has played a major role at
the heart of community sport for
more than eight decades.
It gives a voice to the sport
sector and I hope it will continue
to go from strength to strength. I
look forward to working with the
Alliance in the future to help get
even more people involved in sport
and physical activity.”
Tracey Crouch, Minister for Sport
Keeping fit for the future
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Champion the interests of
our members and the sector
Policy
A large part of the work we do
is on behalf of our members
and the wider sector, to improve
the regulatory and financial
environment in which they operate.
Through programmes like Fit for
the Future we identify challenges
and opportunities and help provide
the practical solutions; we also
work on a number of policy areas
with Government.
Lifting the veil of corruption across
match-fixing and doping, as well
as making sure sport and
recreation is as safe as possible
for all, are just a few areas that
the Sports Betting Group focuses
on. Sporting integrity has been a
long-time concern for our sector,
Sporting Future: A New Strategy
for an Active Nation highlights it
as being at the heart of the new
Government strategy.
This is in some part down to the
work of the Group that was formed
by the Department of Culture,
Media and Sport. The Alliance
provides both the Secretariat and
chairs the group, to make sure
that member and sector’s views
are represented.
Our Outdoor recreation work
has also been successful this

Sportand
andRecreation
RecreationAlliance
Alliance
Sport

year. Our Reconomics report
published in 2014 is still proving
to be a mainstay of the economic
landscape surrounding outdoor
activities and was referenced in the
Government’s Sporting
Future strategy.
The impact of outdoor recreation
was also subject of a debate in
Westminster Hall with the Minister
for Sport Tracey Crouch. We
worked with the Outdoor Industries
Association to submit a joint
response to Government on what
could be included in a national
outdoor recreation strategy.
The Government has responded
by agreeing with our call for
more cross-department working
between the Department for
Culture, Media and Sport and the
Department for Environment, Food
& Rural Affairs. It is important
that they work better together so
we can balance the potential of
our natural capital with physical
activity needs.
Taxation is an area where success
is sometimes measured by
damage limitation. This past year
we have supported NGBs and their
clubs in transitioning to the new
Community Amateur Sports Club

87%
of members are happy
with our policy work
(CASC) rules. We have provided
advice and detailed technical
guidance on how to operate under
the new scheme, liaising directly
with HMRC officials on behalf of
our members.
We have also called on Government
to consider reforms to the tax
system and are now very pleased
that HM Treasury has launched
a consultation on amendments
to the corporation tax regime
to encourage contributions to
grassroots sport. We continue
to consistently argue for wider
recognition of the health benefits
of sport and physical activity,
particularly in tackling obesity.

Keeping fit for the future
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“Well done on showing how the Sport
and Recreation Alliance can really
operate to benefit us all. I think the
message is getting across.”
Jane Allen, CEO,
British Gymnastics

All Party Parliamentary
Group (APPG) for Sport
Working with and alongside
policy makers is a key part of
our role when representing
our members which is why
we engage with Members
of Parliament and Peers by
providing the Secretariat to
the APPG for Sport.
The group is co-chaired by
Chris Heaton-Harris MP
and Baroness Tanni GreyThompson DBE and we use
it to galvanise members of
both Houses of Parliament
and all political affiliations
to lobby on specific pieces
of legislation and debate
important subjects.
The APPG meets regularly
in Westminster and this
year has been very active.
In January a number of
Alliance members had the
opportunity to attend a
meeting with Tracey Crouch,
Minister for Sport, and

Robert Goodwill, Minister for
Transport to ask questions on
the Government’s Sporting
Future strategy.
Following a meeting
focused on the links between
sport and the criminal
justice system we are
currently working with a
number of Ministers to
commission sport and
physical activity programmes
that target youth justice and
crime prevention.
More broadly through the
APPG for Sport, we are
continuing work around
National Institute for Health
and Care Excellence (NICE)
guidelines on physical health
referral and mental health
provision to help support our
work with the Mental Health
Charter for Sport 		
and Recreation.

Voluntary Code
of Conduct for
Rights Owners
It is important that we as a sector
demonstrate that we are committed to
grassroots sport investment and make
sure that televised sports events are
accessible to audiences up and down
the country.
Equally, it is important that rights
owners are recognised as being best
placed to strike the right balance
between audience and revenue when
tendering broadcast rights.
In this context the Voluntary Code of
Conduct on the Broadcasting of Major
Sporting Events provides a means
for rights holders to demonstrate
their commitment to these two
important principles of accessibility
and reinvestment.
The Government’s new strategy
published in December 2015, Sporting
Future: A New Strategy for an Active
Nation, encourages as many National
Governing Bodies of Sport and other
rights holders as possible to sign up to
the Voluntary Code of Conduct and in
particular the reinvestment principle.
This is a welcome recognition of the role
the Code plays in making sure broadcast
sport continues to be accessible to the
widest audience while, at the same
time, that a significant proportion of
the revenue from broadcasting rights is
reinvested in grassroots development.

Sport and Recreation Alliance
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Champion the interests of our members and the sector

Community Sport and Recreation Awards
Grassroots sport and recreation
delivers great health, wellbeing and
social benefits to local communities,
which is why we are proud that we
have been identifying and celebrating
work in this area over 20 years.
The Awards continue to grow and
flourish and each year we continue
to be impressed with the quality of
the nominations.

2015 Community Sport
and Recreation Overall
Award Winner
Special People on Ice (SPICE)
SPICE has been operating for 13 years, teaching children and
young adults with special needs how to ice skate. The initiative
regularly welcomes over 100 people each Sunday to the rink
with over 60 identified special needs. The activities range from
ice hockey to synchronised skating.
This is a very inspirational organisation, from the young
members to those that help and support them. This type
of community sport group has a real benefit and we were
pleased to be able to support their work with the £2500
prize money.
After winning, Absolutely SPICE, the synchronised skating
team were invited to perform an exhibition routine at the 2016
British Synchronised Skating Championship in Nottingham.
The club used the prize money to reiterate the values of being
part of a team by organising the group to travel and stay in
a hotel together and experience what it is like to perform in
front of a large audience alongside your team members.
You can read about this year’s winners on page 25.

Keeping fit for the future
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Provide high quality
services that add value
to enable our members
to be more effective
Governance

The Voluntary Code of Good Governance helps new signatories to adopt
the seven governance principles and also helps existing signatories stay
relevant and continually apply the Code’s principles in the months and
years to come. There are currently a total of 106 organisations signed up to
the Code.
This year we continued to work with Sport Wales on the implementation
of the Governance and Leadership Framework for Wales. We continued
our programme of support tailored for the Welsh sport sector by providing
good governance and leadership advice.

We launched our
Voluntary Code of
Good Governance
for the Sport and
Recreation Sector in
2011 and refreshed it
in late 2014.

Our Governance work is prominent in our
events programme and last year we delivered
nine training workshops, as well as working
in partnership with London Sport to create
workshops for their clubs which will be delivered
later this year.
This is a great example of partnership working which is a crucial aspect to
our work at the Alliance. Last year we started working with the Youth Sport
Trust, NCVO and others to investigate opportunities to promote young
people’s engagement in sports governance.
We will continue to do this is in the coming year to develop a pilot offer for
young people to receive board member training and to provide a pathway
for young people to access roles in National Governing Bodies of Sport
and Recreation.

Sportand
andRecreation
RecreationAlliance
Alliance
Sport
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Our annual flagship events
are industry leading and our
success last year kicked off in
November with our Leadership
Convention 2015 which took
place in Nottingham with
over 200 leaders in sport and
recreation in attendance.
The two-day event continued
our Fit for the Future theme
and helped the leaders of
sport ‘Build for the Future’ and
featured an array of highly,
skilled and influential speakers
from both inside and outside
the sector.
The audience was able to learn
from their experiences on what
makes a winning leader and
how they can best develop to
meet the challenges they face
now and in the future.
The 2016 Sport Summit took
place at the Kia Oval with
our featured guest speaker
Jennie Price, CEO, from Sport
England. Timing is as they
say everything and just a few
days before the Summit, Sport
England released their much
anticipated Towards an Active
Nation strategy.

Jennie was able to share more
details about the strategy and
focused in particular on how
organisations will need to
begin evidencing their impact
for social good.

Mike Hamilton, CEO, British Orienteering

The Summit topic, ‘Evidencing
impact and using data’, was
chosen as part of our Fit for
the Future programme in
light of the challenges and
opportunities that both the
Government and Sport England
strategies present to our
members and the wider sector.

94%
event satisfaction
rating from our
attendees

Enable our members to be more effective

“I think that the monthly policy update is a really
excellent summary and a great way to promote
the good work that the Sport and Recreation
Alliance does. Keep up the good work and the
very positive changes that have been made at
the Alliance.”

Events Programme
We see our role in providing
a full, wide ranging events
programme to challenge the
sport and recreation sector and
stimulate thoughts and ideas.

21

Communications
Keeping our members and the wider sport and recreation sector updated
and informed is crucial to our ability to be at the heart of it all, and our
newly launched website is doing just that.
The new site is user friendly and makes sure all of the publications
and resources on the site are easy to find. Importantly it also has a new
‘member only’ area where Alliance members can engage with each other
and access valuable information to help them run their organisations, as
well as use it as an extension of their own channels to raise the profile of
the great work they and their clubs and associations are doing.

“The Leadership Convention
was very useful and the
quality of the speakers was
excellent. It’s always tough
to balance time out of the
office with attending events
like this, but I am glad I
came. It gave me some
much needed ‘me’ time in a
professional environment to
begin building for the future
and working ‘on’ rather than
‘in’ the business.“
Ian Braid,
CEO, British Athletes Commission

Sport and Recreation Alliance

Having great content on the new site means that our newsletters are
also helping members keep up to speed on industry and sector news.
We provide a daily news summary, weekly newsletter and a monthly
policy update.
The value from the daily news summary was identified in the 2016 Member
Survey as the top benefit and the weekly newsletter achieved a 78%
satisfaction rate. Our monthly policy update was a close second and is
considered to really demonstrate the impact we are having in Westminster
by working with and on behalf of our members.

78%
weekly newsletter
satisfaction rate
Our new website homepage

Keeping fit for the future
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A high performing
organisation

97%
member
retention rate

As the Sport and Recreation Alliance
is routinely recognised as the
principal advisor on governance for
the sport and recreation sector – we
too must make sure we have effective
decision making processes in place.
In January 2016, our first
Independent Chair, Andrew Moss,
was appointed. Andrew has had a
long and distinguished career in
financial services and joined us at
a strategic time to help grow our
commercial activities.
Andrew is a life-long sports fan and is
excited to help drive the agenda when
it comes to the possibilities with the
sport and recreation sector.
He is leading a skills based board
of directors and a newly formed
senior management team, all
aligned to take the Alliance into a
new strategy landscape reflecting
Sporting Future and Towards an
Active Nation, as well as our own new
five year organisational strategy.

Sportand
andRecreation
RecreationAlliance
Alliance
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We take our values as an organisation
very seriously:

excellence
positivity
passion
imagination
integrity
collaboration
It is important that they are
embedded into our workplace
culture and to do this we have
created a Mission, Vision and
Values working group. The group’s
remit is to think about and develop
ways as to ‘how’ we meet our
organisational objectives.
We strive very hard to reward staff
for demonstrating these values and
do so each month publicly at our
staff meetings. We also conduct an
annual staff survey to get a sense
of the culture, to make sure we
engage appropriately and then make
any necessary changes to the way
we work.

Keeping fit for the future
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A high performing organisation

Equality Strategy
The Alliance has had a long history of
commitment to equality and diversity
and we have had an Equality and
Diversity policy in place since 2009.

Member Benefits
As a membership organisation, it is important
that we provide a first-class membership
experience for our members.

It is important that as leaders within the sector, we are
taking into account good equality practice and keeping up to
date with changes in legislation and making sure equality
and diversity reaches into every function of our work.

We want to offer and deliver
unrivalled services so that sport
and recreation can continue to
thrive and have all of the help
and support the sector needs to
remain sustainable.

This includes looking internally at our own functions, by
setting up an Equalities Working Group, led by one of our
non-executive directors Brendon Batson OBE.
We also became a supporter of the Disability Confident
Campaign, as well as getting involved in work with NGB
Equality Leads.

Corporate Partners

One way we keep on top of what our members
want is through our annual member survey. We
use the information from that survey to measure
our performance but importantly, also use it
to develop insight to inform our activities and
develop future member benefits.

Success is always in part down to good
teamwork and we are very pleased to have
the support of our 14 corporate partners.

Last year we also created a Member Reference
Panel. This was a small consultation group that
was used to discuss potential new products,
events and services.

We continue to work hard to identify those
that can support our members by providing
quality services at beneficial rates and also
by sponsoring our events to keep ticket
prices low and accessible.

Sport
Sportand
andRecreation
RecreationAlliance
Alliance
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We are delighted to win
the Community Sport
and Recreation Overall
Winner Award. This is
a proud moment for
all of us and a brilliant
reward for the hard
work and dedication
of our parents and
volunteers. We are
so pleased that being
an ‘all-inclusive’ club
has been recognised
as we want to help
young people enjoy the
physical and mental
benefits of being active
as well as improving
their football skills.
The prize money will
help us strengthen and
develop the work we do
and allow us to reach
more people in the
local community.

Roberto Martin-Hurtado,
Chairman of Broomwood FC

Sport
Sportand
andRecreation
RecreationAlliance
Alliance

Celebrating Grassroots Sport and Recreation

2016 Community Sport and
Recreation Overall Award Winner

Broomwood
Football Club
Broomwood Football Club (BFC) is a not-for-profit,
community based organisation located in the London
Borough of Wandsworth.
The football club exists to provide children and young
people, regardless of ability or background, the opportunity
to play football and has been running for over 20 years. Its
all-inclusive ethos focuses on encouraging boys and girls
to get active and helps to develop their personal skills
and friendships.
The community club is largely run by a group of dedicated
volunteers and is really bringing the local area together.
Through a number of different schemes, they have been
able to create an accessible environment for local people
and have recently reached a record membership level of
830 youth members, including 100 girls, with 14 teams
competing in the London County Saturday Youth League.
The club also offers opportunities for young people from
low socio-economic backgrounds the opportunity to enjoy
the benefits of the football club free of charge.

Keeping fit for the future
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Celebrating Grassroots Sport and Recreation

BFC is also working to strengthen
the local community by creating
an environment where members
are aware of their role in the wider
community through donations
to charities, by developing their
personal skills through volunteering
and running ‘development squads’ –
which is where football can be played
in a non-competitive environment.

Sponsored by

They are always looking
at new ways to use
football to improve
the lives of young
people and for the
2015/2016 season,
even funded two young
members to become
accredited referees.

“Perkins Slade is proud to sponsor the
Overall Award at this year’s Community
Sport and Recreation event. We recognise
the importance of innovative programmes
in bringing community clubs together
and value the work that grassroots sport
and recreational organisations do in their
local communities. Congratulations to
Broomwood Football Club for winning the
2016 Community Sport and Recreation
Overall Award.“

The club is now turning its attention
to working with women in the local
community and in February 2016,
launched Broomwood FC Ladies.

Richard Doubleday, Executive Director, Perkins Slade

With the prize money from the
Community Sport and Recreation
Awards they hope to encourage more
adult females in the community to
play football.

Perkins Slade is proud to sponsor
the Overall Award at this year’s
Community Sport and Recreation event.
As an active supporter of the Sport
and Recreation Alliance for over 30 years,
we value the work that grassroots sport
and recreational organisations do in their
local communities, and recognise the
importance of innovative programmes in

Waiving the membership fees for
Broomwood FC Ladies will hopefully
help encourage more women to
get involved.

Sport and Recreation Alliance

bringing community clubs together with
sport and recreational activities.
As the UK’s market-leading specialist
broker, we provide essential risk
management advice and support to
volunteers, coaches and club officials and
have developed an online risk assessment
tool to ensure that clubs are run as safely
as possible.

Keeping fit for the future
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Social Impact in the Community
Award Winner

Inspiring healthy lifestyles
Inspiring healthy lifestyles is a community dance
project that wants to inspire people to choose a
healthy, active and creative lifestyle.
The programme targets children and young people
aged 8-16 years-old in the Wigan Borough and 45%
of participants come from some of the most deprived
communities in the area.
The programme started in 2012 and now works
closely with a local housing association and across
community venues to provide young people with an
opportunity to take part in free dance session.
A team of six dance leaders, one part-time
coordinator and five volunteers deliver eight free
sessions a week promoting the health benefits of
being physically active.

In 2015, 374 participants
took part with over 50%
regularly attending
classes for up to two
years or more.

Inspiring healthy lifestyles reaches children and
young people who would not usually get involved in
arts activities due to cost and lack of access. The
programme provides them with the opportunity to
develop their confidence, improve communication
and encourages positive behaviour and over the past
four years the project has really thrived.
Each year a Dance Festival takes place in partnership
with other community providers to celebrate the
achievements of the year in a positive environment. In
2016, 100 young dancers performed to an audience of
over 300 people in the local community.

Sportand
andRecreation
RecreationAlliance
Alliance
Sport
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“The Social Impact
in the Community
Award is fantastic
recognition of the hard
work and commitment
from the team to
enhance the lives of
young people in the
community. We truly
believe that working
collaboratively with
local partners enables
us to deliver innovative
ways of engaging
young people to be
active and make a real
difference. Winning is
testament to this and
we look forward to
using the prize money
to fund a club trip to a
live performance
in Manchester.”
Pete Burt,
Managing Director,
Inspiring healthy lifestyles

Celebrating Grassroots Sport and Recreation

“Hiscox believe sport plays an important role
in making our communities stronger and are
proud to sponsor this award. The finalists for this
award have demonstrated how grassroots sport
is bringing communities together and is helping
people boost their self-confidence, build new
skills and improve mental health.”
Sam Franks,
Regional Manager (Midlands, South West & Wales),Hiscox

Sponsored by

Hiscox have over 100 years of
underwriting expertise in providing
specialist tailored insurance for notfor-profit organisations, businesses and
clients with commercial and personal
needs. Our insurances are designed
and tailored to meet our clients often
complex insurance needs.
Hiscox are working with Perkins Slade
to provide specialist insurance to UK
sporting associations and clubs, from
grass roots to nationwide organisations.
We believe sport plays an important role
in making our communities stronger
and are proud to sponsor this award.
Keeping fit for the future
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Youth Volunteering Award Winner

GBG’s Employ & Comply service brings together
our identity verification, driving licence and
criminal checking services to create a robust
people proofing service. This provides thorough
background checks of individuals, enabling
organisations to safeguard, recruit and engage
with confidence.

Modernian Swimming Club is a local community swimming
club in Bedford. The club focuses on developing each child’s
potential in competitive and non-competitive settings and
offers subsidised swimming lessons to children from low
socio-economic backgrounds in the area. The club now has
over 100 athletes.

We have a long history of supporting voluntary
organisations to meet their criminal record
checking needs and work with over 40 national
governing bodies including The FA, England
Hockey, British Rowing, England Golf and
Archery GB.

Volunteers working together are what have helped to
make the club successful. There are now approximately 60
volunteers lending their support by teaching, coaching and
generally helping run the club.

The club is only able to do this by encouraging other young
people in the club to volunteer and train to become ASA
certified swim helpers. To date over 60 young volunteers have
taken part. The programme is able to deliver a meaningful
impact in the community by offering children the chance to
learn to swim and also providing opportunities for young
people to develop new skills.
Forty of the young volunteers in the programme have become
swimming teachers and are teaching the Modernian Crash
Course, five have chosen to teach swimming as a career path
and have trained to become a coach, and four have trained as
Young Officials.
Some of the Young Officials have trained to become judges
and in 2012, hosted the Bedfordshire School Games
swimming gala.

Celebrating Grassroots Sport and Recreation

Sponsored by

Modernian
Swimming Club

In 2011 the club created an initiative called ‘Modernian Crash
Course’, which is a volunteer programme to involve the club’s
younger members. Modernian Crash Course is helping to
introduce swimming to young people who might otherwise be
unable to pay for lessons. So far nearly 1500 children through
200 different swimming sessions have taken part.
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“This Award is for the
fantastic achievements
of our young volunteers
who provided us with
their time and dedication
to help enrich the
lives of children in
our community. It is
brilliant to see the youth
volunteering scheme
recognised on a national
level and hope that this
will inspire others to
think and consider the
value of volunteers.”

“GBG are extremely proud to be
associated with the Community
Sport and Recreation Awards
and specifically to sponsor the
Youth Volunteering Award. We
believe that practical action in the
service of others really can create
positive change in developing the
skills and personal growth of our
young people.“
Alister Humphreys,
General Manager Employ and Comply, GBG

Joanne Stalley,
Chair,
Modernian Swimming Club

Sport and Recreation Alliance

Keeping fit for the future
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Professional Club Community
Programme of the Year

Notts County FC Football
in the Community

“We are delighted to have been
awarded the 2016 Professional
Club Community Programme of
the Year. NCFC FITC is much more
than just a professional football
club. We specialise in a range
of areas, coaching mainstream
sports and physical activity, as
well as working with vulnerable
people. We want to continue to
help improve people’s lives directly
through tailored initiatives and
help those around them such as
their family and friends.”
Steve Hill
Community Director at NCFC FITC
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‘On the Ball (OTB)’ is an activity
programme launched in 2007 in
partnership with Nottinghamshire
Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust.
The objective is to engage men living
with mental health problems in football
training sessions.
In half-time team talks, football based
terminology is used to discuss topics such
as building confidence and self-esteem as
well as anger management.

Notts County FC Football in the Community (NCFC
FITC) was established in 1989 to use sport for
social good.

NCFC FITC has employed a part-time
Mental Health Specialist to support their
wide range of mental health projects to
provide advice and guidance.

Over the past 26 years, the organisation has
expanded to deliver over 34 projects on a weekly
basis across Nottingham and now works with
approximately 10,000 individuals annually. The
community sports charity has identified four areas
of focus: education, health, social inclusion and
sports participation.

The charity aims to use some of the
prize money from being awarded the
Professional Club Community Programme
of the Year to make the Mental Health
Specialist position permanent and cover
up to 20 hours per week.

Through these four areas the organisation reaches
diverse sections of the community, such as:
children and young people, people of all ages
(male and female) living with mental health
problems, men and women living with early onset
dementia, adults on their cancer survivorship
pathway, youths excluded from mainstream
education and children and adults on weight
management programmes.
NCFC FITC, works with cross-industry
organisations such as Nottinghamshire Healthcare
NHS Foundation Trust and University of
Nottingham to deliver a range of bespoke projects
to suit the needs of the local community.
The club uses multi-sport and physical activity
programmes to give people the opportunity to
enjoy both the physical and mental wellbeing
benefits of sport.

Sport and Recreation Alliance

Celebrating Grassroots Sport and Recreation

Sponsored by
The PFA is the oldest established sportsperson’s union in
the world, having been in continuous existence since 1907
and is involved both nationally and internationally in every
aspect of a player’s career.
One area of work, and that of its members, which doesn’t
always get the credit or publicity it deserves, is the
charitable contributions made by the PFA and players
at every professional club in the country. Many of our
members have set up their own charitable foundations,
which raise hundreds of thousands of pounds to help those
less fortunate, both here in the UK and beyond.

“The Professional Footballers Association
have been supporters of grassroots sport
and Community Programmes dating back
30 years when it established the National
Football in the Community Programme
based at Professional Football Clubs
across the country. Since those early days
we have seen the value of sport changing
lives and inspiring future generations
to participate and contribute in our
society and that is why we are sponsoring
the Professional Club Community
Programme of the Year Award.”
John Hudson
Director of Corporate Social Responsibility,
PFA

Keeping fit for the future
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Celebrating Grassroots Sport and Recreation

2016 Emeritus Award Winner

2016 Emeritus Award Winner

Michael de Giorgio

Alan Sommerville OBE

Michael de Giorgio is the co-founder and
Chief Executive of Greenhouse Sports, which
he set up in 2002, when he sold his financial
services business. He has been at the helm of
the charity ever since, leading its growth and
continued success for the last 14 years.

Former British Gymnastics President, Alan Sommerville
OBE, has been awarded the 2016 Emeritus Award
because he has dedicated his life to raising the profile of
British Gymnastics and has also been a strong influence
in driving through governance changes within sport.
Alan’s involvement in gymnastics began in the late
1960’s when he met nine-time British Champion and
two-time Olympian, Nik Stuart MBE. Alan quickly
realised the potential of gymnastics on a UK-wide scale
and together with Nik’s technical expertise, the pair
introduced the sport across the country.

Greenhouse Sports is a sport for social
change charity that aims to develop life
skills for young people in some of London’s
most disadvantaged communities through
intensive sports programmes delivered by
inspirational coaches.

The Emeritus
Award has
been in
existence
for over 10
years and is
awarded to an
individual for
their life-long
or sustained
service to
grassroots
sport and
recreation.

Alan and Nik achieved this, by organising gymnastics
displays around the UK, establishing courses for
coaches and judges and by taking every opportunity to
spread the word about the sport. Alan also established
the very first gymnastics club in Derbyshire – the
Derwent Valley Gym Club, which was later renamed as
the Amber Valley Gymnastics Club.

Since its inception, Greenhouse Sports has
used sport to help 38,000 young people across
the capital overcome the barriers that are
often associated with growing up in areas
of deprivation.

Mike has
been a
strong voice
for the
sector in
advocating
the social
benefits
of sport.

During his time as CEO of the charity,
Mike has been a strong voice for the sector
in advocating the social benefits of sport.
In 2011, he chaired the Centre for Social
Justice’s report on how best to harness 		
the power of sport to transform the lives of
young people, and his vision and influence
has led to Greenhouse Sports’ contributions
being adopted in to the Government’s
Sporting Future strategy and other
sector reports.
This summer Mike will step aside from his
current role as Chief Executive but won’t
be stepping away. He will remain an active
Trustee and ambassador for the charity
and looks forward to continuing to provide
opportunities for young people to succeed for
many years to come.

Sport and Recreation Alliance

Alan has dedicated his
life to raising the profile
of British Gymnastics and
has also been a strong
influence in driving
through governance
changes within sport.

His passion and involvement in gymnastics and British
Gymnastics grew over the years, from club to national
level. He served as Head of Delegation for UK teams
competing at World and European Championships and
managed teams at numerous displays and competitions
across the UK, Europe and America.
In February 2016, Alan retired from the role of President
of British Gymnastics after a three-year tenure. He had
previously been Chairman of the Association, as well as
becoming the organisation’s first ever Chief Executive
Officer in 2000.
In 2008, Alan Sommerville was awarded an OBE for his
service to sport.

Keeping fit for the future
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2016 Arthur Bell Trophy Winner

Lawrence Dallaglio OBE
Lawrence has been awarded the Arthur Bell
Trophy for his outstanding contribution to
sport in the community through his charity, the
Dallaglio Foundation’s RugbyWorks scheme.

The Arthur
Bell Trophy
is presented
each year to
an individual
or organisation
that has made
an outstanding
contribution to
development
of community
sport and
recreation.

Lawrence, part of the 2003 Rugby World
Cup winning England team, founded the
Dallaglio Foundation in 2009 after a successful
Testimonial year. Inspired by the strength
and focus that rugby gave him as a youth and
throughout his professional career,
Lawrence founded the charity’s primary
programme RugbyWorks.
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Celebrating Grassroots Sport and Recreation

“It is very special to receive the Arthur Bell
Trophy which represents exactly what sport is
all about. We are very proud of the impact that
RugbyWorks is having on the young people
we work with and feel passionate about how
the power of sport is central to developing valuable skills that
will ensure a positive future. I am very lucky to have experienced
the benefits of sport first-hand and it is great to see sport coming
together to make an impact of people’s lives across the country.”
Lawrence Dallaglio OBE

RugbyWorks uses the sport’s core values of
leadership, discipline, sportsmanship, respect
and enjoyment to deliver an intervention
programme to disadvantaged 14-17 year olds in
29 Pupil Referral Units across the country.
The initiative works with each child over three
years and employs a curriculum of games and
workshops alongside work experience and
vocational opportunities to increase pupil’s
sense of worth, self-confidence and self-esteem
to ensure they achieve sustained education,
employment or training.
The charity also connects schools of rugby
excellence, Premiership academies and highly
talented future rugby players through the
innovative Dallaglio Foundation Scholarship.

In June 2016, Lawrence and the
Dallaglio Foundation embarked
on a 2000 kilometre Cycle Slam
through the Pyrenees to Barcelona
to raise £800,000 for the charity
and RugbyWorks.

With the charity’s support, talented young people
who wouldn’t otherwise have the opportunity or
finances are able to immerse themselves in the
sport and grow into well-rounded athletes and
role models for their peers.

Lawrence’s achievements and
service in sport were recognised in
the Queen’s Birthday Honours List,
where he was awarded an MBE
(2004) and an OBE (2008).

Sport and Recreation Alliance

“We are delighted to recognise Lawrence,
and his achievement in making a difference
to young people in the community through
the RugbyWorks programme. Sport has
the potential to improve people’s physical,
mental and social wellbeing. One of our
roles at the Alliance is to champion great
practice that is out there and the awarding of
the Arthur Bell Trophy is one of the ways we
shine a spotlight - this year on Lawrence.”
Andrew Moss,
Chair of the Sport and Recreation Alliance

Keeping fit for the future
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Keeping fit
in 2016/17
The Sport and Recreation Alliance’s Fit for the Future programme
of work is just as important and relevant today as it was last year as
it is about getting the sector prepared to face the challenges ahead
and identifying practical solutions to do so.
We will focus on helping our members to respond to both the
opportunities and challenges of Sporting Future and Towards an
Active Nation.

This means working as a sector to really demonstrate the impact
sport and recreation has across the five measures in both strategies:

•
•
•
•
•

physical wellbeing
mental wellbeing
individual development
social and community development
economic development.

It isn’t just about playing sport and
taking part in physical activity – we also
need to demonstrate the potential of
sport for social good.
In this next year we will also begin
looking at how the Alliance needs to
evolve and change to better support the
sector in this fast, changing environment
and we will begin developing our own
five-year strategy.

We know that central to this new
strategy will be making sure we remain
the voice of sport and recreation, and
to do this we will need to continue
working hard to drive improvements in
governance, run successful and popular
events, deliver unrivalled services, reach
more people, and improve the world our
members work in.
Our plans of remaining at the heart of
a world leading sport and recreation
sector are ambitious and we can’t do it
without our members, stakeholders and
wider sector.

Sport and Recreation Alliance

If you would like to find out more about our work, our membership, activities
or any publications featured in Keeping fit for the future, please visit our website.
Sport and Recreation Alliance
Burwood House
14-16 Caxton Street
London SW1H 0QT
T: 020 7979 3900
sportandrecreation.org.uk
info@sportandrecreation.org.uk
@sportrectweets

Statistics contained in the report have come from our 2016 members survey and our year-end reporting processes.

